
Your Responsibilities:

Active support with the creation of 2D/ 3D 

visualization or animations for product features with 

MATLAB or Python 

Support with the creation or processing of 3D CAD 

models for visualizations & animations

Contribution to the conception of 3D renderings &

a necessary setup related to hardware & software

Your Previous Experiences:

Studies in the field of industrial 

design, communication, media or 

graphic design, informatics, or in a 

similar field of study

Initial experience in the field 

of 3D Visualization

High quality demand, detailed way of 

working, fast perception & logical approach

Collaborative skills, initiative, flexibility, 

good skills in German & English

Know of programming with MATLAB, 

Phyton, QT or similar 

Basic know-how in virtual display 

techniques with their programming

B-Horizon is an internationally active company with business divisions for development 

of microelectronics and sensors. We offer IC consulting and design for the 

development of individual and innovative semiconductor solutions in the automotive 

and consumer goods industry. B-Neo, our next generation smart sensor system, can 

be applied in various areas, as car seats, athletic shoes, or gaming suits. 

Our passion for technology and extensive experience in the development of 

microelectronics and sensors, as well as our wide range of services, are the foundation 

of our success. Thereby our customers benefit from our working style: with the agility of 

a start-up, combined with the professionalism of a benchmark company. 

info@b-horizon.com      https://b-horizon.com

Are you interested in new 

professional horizons?

We are looking forward to your 

application by E-Mail!

Mrs. Helena Nefe

engineer-career@b-horizon.com

Intern / Working Student

in the field of 3D Visualization (m/f/d)

Impact on

future 

technologies

Individual 

development 

opportunities in a 

growing company

Practical & 

business insights, 

variety of tasks

Experienced, 

dynamic, diverse, 

& agile team

Modern work 

environment with 

flexible working 

hours

Your Benefits:

We create technologies
for tomorrow.




